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Lights. Megajolt E Wiring Diagram. Leave a Reply Cancel reply. A Ford starter solenoid is one of
the key components to the starting system of most older Ford vehicles. It's essentially a big
relay, which provides power from the battery to the starter motor when the ignition key is turned
over, starting the vehicle. These solenoids are typically the first thing that goes out when a Ford
engine won't turn over and are easy to replace. Wiring them from scratch isn't difficult either,
but it does take a little bit of time. Run a section of 4-gauge cable from the positive terminal on
the battery to the "A" post on the side of the solenoid. Then run a section of 4-gauge cable from
the "A" post on the side of the solenoid to the "BATT" terminal on the starter motor. Then
connect the wires to the battery, starter and solenoid using the open-end wrench set. Run a
section of gauge wire from the "B" terminal on the solenoid to the "S" terminal on the starter
motor. Then connect the wiring to the terminals using the open-end wrench set. Run a section
of gauge wire from the "S" terminal on the top of the solenoid to underneath the steering
column on the interior of the vehicle. Probe the wiring underneath the column using the volt test
light. Turn the ignition to the "on" position. If you find a wire that lights up the test light, then
turn off the ignition. If the light turns on and off with the ignition key, then you've found an
ignition source. Crimp the blue Scotchlok connector onto the ignition wire and the wire
connecting to the solenoid using the needle-nose pliers, then crimp a blue ring terminal onto
the other end of the wire and connect it to the solenoid using the open-end wrench set. Russell
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4-gauge cable from the positive terminal on the battery to the "A" post on the side of the
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Privacy Policy Disclaimer. The specific circuit needs to be respectively learned referring to
different typical control circuits. The main function of car starting circuit is using the small
current from the car battery to control the large current of the car starting circuit, thus to start
the starter motor and power the engine. There are three main components in the switch starting
circuit: ignition switch , starter solenoid , starter relay. Usually, the ignition switch connects
with a key or a button, and inside of it has the regular wire connects to the car battery. When the
ignition switch is turned or pressed the button to start position, there will be a small current
flow through the starter solenoid coil, allow sufficient current flow to the starter. Expect to take
part in starting control circuit, the ignition switch also has other functions, such as lock the
steering wheel, connected to car electrical system, and connected to the vehicle computer fault
diagnosis. The starter solenoid is the main part of the control starter circuit, including the with
relay type and non-relay type. The solenoid switch is composed of a solenoid, which is an
electromagnetic device that produces the attraction or retention of the moving core. Most of the
starter solenoid is fixed directly to the top of the starter. The starter relay is another switch that
is used to control the starting circuit. In the start control circuit, the relay is connected in series
with the battery to shorten the transmission of the large current cable length. In mini cars
equipped with small power starter, the ignition switch start position is used to control the
starter solenoid switch directly, as shown in the picture below. When large power starter is
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starter solenoid switch, and the ignition switch Start position is used to control the low current
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driving protection. Before the engine starts, the alternator does not generate electricity, the
voltage of the neutral tap N binding post is zero, no current passes through the charge light
relay, Starter relay coil and charging indicator relay contacts are connected to ground. After the
engine starts, the neutral tap N terminal post of the car alternator outputs proper voltage, which
acts on the charge light relay coil and cut-off the current of the starter relay. At this point, even
if the ignition switch key not loosened timely, or the key is incorrectly rotated to the ST position
again, the starter will not operate. Ignition Switch Usually, the ignition switch connects with a
key or a button, and inside of it has the regular wire connects to the car battery. Starter
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